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ReciPeace for Dialogue

10 recipes for peace
Easy & Light

Best al
internation
recipes
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Anna Lindh Foundation

EUROCLIO

UNOY Peacebuilders

The purpose of the Anna
Lindh Foundation is to bring
people together from across the
Mediterranean to improve mutual
respect between cultures. Since its
launch in 2005, the Anna Lindh
Foundation has launched and
supported action across fields
impacting on mutual perceptions
among people of different cultures
and beliefs, as well as developing a
region-wide Network of over 3000
civil society organisations.

EUROCLIO,
the
European
Association of History Educators,
was established in 1992 on
request of the Council of Europe
to build bridges between history
education professionals from all
parts of the then recently reunited
Europe. EUROCLIO started
as an umbrella organisation
gathering 14 Associations from 14
predominantly Western countries
and has grown to become a farreaching network of 44 member
Associations.

The United Network of Young
Peacebuilders is a global network
of young people and youth
organisations
committed
to
establishing peaceful societies.
Young people constitute half
of the world’s population, and
we strongly believe in their
importance in society. It is why
we aim to provide youth with the
necessary means to contribute to
peace.

Introduction
On May 21 2013 at the Dr. Anton Philipszaal in the Hague The Dutch Network of the Anna Lindh Foundation
hosted their Common Action event to celebrate the UNESCO day of diversity and intercultural dialogue for
development. We welcomed 80 varied participants to our conference day entitled ‘Recipeace for Dialogue: Shaping
Diverse Societies through Culture, Youth and Education’.
The day featured an opening address from Professor Yvonne Donders a professor in human rights and diversity,
followed by a ‘Meeting of the Minds’ interactive panel discussion with renowned international speakers, chaired
by Ernesto Braam of the Dutch Ministry of Foreign affairs. Many in the audience took the chance to pose their
questions to the ‘minds’ and discussion ensued.
After a networking lunch where participants had the opportunity to learn about each other’s organisations at the
‘NGO Bazaar’, participants then engaged in interactive workshops on diverse themes related to the day. Finally there
was a networking reception in which the learning from the day was summarized. Participants’ evaluations attest to
the fact that they learnt a lot and enjoyed the very varied programme.
This booklet gives a flavour of the day serves as an opportunity to share some of the best practice examples discussed
during the day.

Ernesto H. Braam

Ghanem Nuseibeh

Sadat

Ministry of Foreign Affairs,
Netherlands

Cornerstone Global Associates,
United Kingdom

Rapper, Electro-Chaabi, Egypt

Ernesto H. Braam our chair from the

Ghanem Nuseibeh is the founder of

Chaabi movement from Cairo, considered

Ministry of Foreign Affairs is a diplomat,

Cornerstone Global Associates advising

a spokesman for his generation. He enjoys

scholar and moderator and has worked in

organisations and governments on economic

considerable popularity in his native country

Europe, the Middle East, East and Southeast

and political risk. He is also a Senior Visiting

and has recently also begun performing in

Asia.

Fellow of King’s College where he focuses on

Europe.

Sadat is singer and rapper in the Electro-

Middle East entrepreneurship.

“Imagine this is a discussion in
your living room and all can
contribute”
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“The Arab spring has just bought
tensions to the surface that
have been simmering for a while”

“Music is a way to express the
problems of the street”

Meeting of the Minds
The panel, consisting of Ernesto H. Braam, Ghanem
Nuseibeh, Sadat, Chris Keulemans, Asma Mansour,
covered a wide thematic area, even broader than the

Chris Keulemans

Asma Mansour

Artistic Director Tolhuistuin,
Netherlands

Center for Social
Entrepreneurship, Tunisia

Chris Keulemans: speaker, journalist and

Asma Mansour: is co-founder of the Tunisian

currently artistic director of the Tolhuistuin

Center for Social Entrepreneurship (TCSE),

an arts and cultural centre. Founder of the

the first Tunisian initiative to promote and

literary bookshop Perdu in Amsterdam and

educate on social entrepreneurship, focusing

then later as the director of De Balie.

on the pilots of 6 social entrepreneurs.

“young people have become more
visible and outspoken and the
other Dutch people understand
their neighbours a bit more”

“the Arab Spring has resulted in
increased freedom of expression,
but the process has just started,
it will be a long journey”

focus of the Anna Lindh Foundation networks.
The aim was for the Meeting of the Minds to
become an annual event, bringing together
diverse speakers and experts from many different
backgrounds, to speak together and answer
questions from the audience.
The meeting was met with much enthusiasm
from the crowd and was attended by dignitaries,
development professional, influential young leaders,
educational stakeholders and students.
The meeting created a successful framework for
future dialogue between and among influential
stakeholders in society.
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“As globalization
increasingly brings
communities closer,
opportunities for
dialogue become both
more frequent and more
important”

Balance

Diversity and Inclusion
Professor Yvonne Donders gave an introduction speech to open the day drawing from her experiences as a
professor of Human Rights in Amsterdam.
Professor Yvonne Donders
Method: How to make ReciPeace for
Dialogue

Human Rights in Amsterdam
1. She opened by querying the balance

between diversity and inclusion, and how
dialogue is necessary to allow the positive

4. These debates can become heated as they
pertain to people’s feelings of identity as
individuals and within communities.

inclusion of diversity.

INGRDIENTS FOR
INCLUSION:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Respect
Self-awareness
Others’ perspectives
Listening
Adaptation
Relationship building
Cultural humility

In conclusion, we are not born interculThere is a similar balance and sometimes

2. controversy between the simultaneous
respect for human rights and cultural
diversity.

turally competent, we have to learn these

5. competences through education and life ex-

periences: let us all work in our varied fields
to do our best to promote opportunities to
develop these competences for inclusion.

Whilst there are specific human rights that
refer to the right to religious expression,

3. and the freedom to assemble. There is also
ongoing debate about this nexus such as

bans on public display of religious symbols
and status of dual nationality.

Festival
Cultural Caravan

Jeanneke den Boer and Noermi
Franken
Culture Connection
INGREDIENTS FOR
CULTURE:
•
•
•
•
•

neighbourhoods with a
negative reputation
engaged people
diverse backgrounds
music, dance, poetry
talented performers

Method: How to create a platform
for artistic dialogue and cultural
exchange

1. Mix these ingredients together with care and
“a very interactive
workshop that showed
great care for detail
in terms of setting and
preparation”
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awareness of the end goal for a positive end
result.

2. If the ingredients are not mixing successfully,
add in a dash of a strong unifying theme to
encourage the process

Training

from
Dialogue to
Cooperation

Young Facilitators
“We covered so much
ground we even
needed more time!”

Method: How to train up young
facilitators: from dialogue to
cooperation

1. First mix the trainers and the young people
thoroughly in a ‘cool’ area before transferring

Cinta Depont

IKV Pax Christi

to a warmer place.

2. Mix in the final ingredient.

INGREDIENTS FOR
FACILITATORS:

3. Keep an eye that the first mixture has the

•
•
•
•

4. To improve the progress of the mix add in a

•

experienced trainers
young people
dialogue
history of conflict and
tension
participants from
communities in conflict

desired positive effect on the final ingredient.

generous dose of knowledge about the details
of the specific conflict.

5. Repeat the process as the trainee ingredient will improve in strength with time and
frequent use.

Good practice

Euro-Med Student Collaboration
Philippa Collin

Inholland University of Applied Sciences

Inholland University of Applied Sciences is

Education, Horticulture, Information

a vocational university (Known in Dutch as

Technology, International Business, Logistics

Hogeschool, and in English referred to as

Management, Marketing. and Aeronautical

university of applied sciences), located in the

Engineering in location Delft.

Netherlands. Its organizational structure is
a result of a collaboration of four formally

INGREDIENTS FOR
COLLABORATION:
•
•
•
•

universities open to new
ideas
collaboration in different
countries
prepared students
an exchange program

independent institutions.

Method: How to promote good practice for Euro-Med student collabora-

Inholland presents itself as ambitious,
innovative, and internationally oriented.
It offers Bachelor programs in the

tion

1. Careful ingredient selection is important for

fields of Economics,Law, Management,

this recipe as the quality and predictability

Communication, Art (School of Music),

of the ingredients dictates the success of

Health care, Environment studies,

the final product.

2. Once combined with care the result can last
for a long time and feed many!
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Susanne Eskens and Team

Coolpolitics

Learning

‘Beyond Your World’
INGREDIENTS
FOR
4 DISHES
INGREDIENTS
FOR
INTERNATIONAL
JOURNALISTS:
3 large garlic cloves
1 teaspoon
oregano
• youngdried
Dutch
trainee journalists
• international assignments

Method: Learning from Beyond Your World,
international journalism course
1. Organise festival debates, create television shows, produce
events and publish in print.
2. Develop as well as execute cross-over projects.

“Great to hear about a
project helping young
journalists realize their
dreams”
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3. Take elements from street culture, art, science and our own
experiences and fuse them into innovative concepts.

Creativity

ies
Empowering Communit
Bureau Barel combines experience in business services, manufacturing and marketing with extensive
knowledge of theater and other art forms. We support our clients in attracting large audiences.We also
offer a good business base. Bureau Barel currently
works for a number of diverse clients across the
Netherlands.

tools to
empower

Method: Empowering communities, creativity as a tool to
empower less privalged neighbourhoods
1. combine experience in business services, manufacturing and marketing
2. add extensive knowledge of theater and other art
forms.

Arjen Barel

Bureau Barel

Express & connect

Inspiring Communication and Language

Special tip
What brings us together is our confidence
in art and cultural diversity as a means of
empowerment.
As we come from different cultural
backgrounds, intercultural exchange is an
important inspiration for us all.
Some practice this exchange within the
Netherlands, others focus on international
affairs.
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This recipe is a lot less about the ingredients that in it is about the process
with which the ingredients are mixed.
Alice van Gorp, Dineke Stan, Jenny Wesly

Method: How to express & connect, recipes

INGREDIENTS FOR
COMMUNICATION:
•

people from diverse
sociocultural and
professional backgrounds

Cultuur and Co

for inspiring communication and language
learning

1.

Use activities including singing and performance
to really draw the flavour out of the ingredients
for them to work better together.

2. Encourage each ingredient to share a nursery
Cultuur & Co is a Netherlands based

rhyme from their childhood in the original

Network organisation, consisting of

language and teach each other.

independent specialists, consultants and
project managers in the field of culture,
diversity & gender. The aim of the network
is to inspire and share knowledge, contacts
and fun as colleagues. Cultural diversity and
confidence in the power of art & culture is
what binds us. Some of our members focus
on international affairs.

3. Get the method right and you can present this
dish to impress diverse guests!

Egypt

Dr Cornelis Hulsman
Arab West Foundation

transcending borders

The Arab West Foundation was established as
a not-for-profit organisation (and registered
in the Netherlands as Stichting Arab West
Understanding), our purpose is to encourage and
promote tolerance, understanding and dialogue
between Muslims and non-Muslims and Arab and
Western communities, societies and countries.
Method: How to tell a story and its
structure

1.

The best result and flavour of this
recipe is achieved when the first two
ingredients from the list are combined
and the second two are combined.

2.

This might seem to go against recipes
you have seen before, but trust the
process:

3.

The depth of flavour attests to its success
and the partnership agent catalyses the
whole process.
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INGREDIENTS FOR
REMOVING BORDERS:
•
•
•
•
•

Egyptian students
European universities
European students
Egyptian universities
A strong ‘partnership agent’

Story

structure

Randa Nassar
Independent Film Maker
Method: How to tell a story and its structure
1. Structure for Specialties
2. Teaching,
3. Coaching,
4. Producing,
5. Writing
6. Directing
7. Documentary film
Randa Nassár is an independent freelance writer,
director, producer & teacher in film, who is owner
of Randa Nassár Productions. She is specialized
in telling stories about the Arab & Western World
and tries to bridge the gap between these worlds
in the films she makes.

Europe

Bram Schultinge, Julia Vonk and
Jochem Lindelauf
EIDP Europe

connecting grassroots

The European Institute for Democratic
Participation (EIDP) is a non-governmental
organization, which aims to foster civil society
in Europe and the Mediterranean with a special
focus on Eastern Europe, the Caucasus and
Central Asia

Method: Connecting Europe, intercultural
understanding from the grassroots up

1.

Organize seminars throughout Europe
on very diverse topics

2.

Capacity building for other
organisations and individuals

3.

Enable a knowledge-transfer to other
young people.
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INGREDIENTS FOR
UNDERSTANDING:
•
•
•
•
•
•

young people
several countries
culturally
ideologically
socially determined
tolerance

Networking

closing remarks
All Participants and Speakers
Various Individuals and
Organizations

Method: Networking for collaboration and
inspiration

1.

Bring all participants and speakers together in
one place

2. Thank them all for their active participation and
inputs throughout the day

3. Open the floor for social networking
opportunities aided by light refreshments and
snacks

Professional Tip: Have your business card
ready to exchange contact details

We would like to thank all participants and speakers
for an inspirational day!
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To be involved in coordinating the common action for 2014 please
contact EUROCLIO, the Head of Network:
info@euroclio.eu
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